
Incorporate this simple quiz into your event to further educate your participants  
about heart disease.  Below is the answer key.  Make copies of the questions on  
the backside and hand out at the beginning of your event. Award a small prize  

to the participant who answers the most questions correctly.

Can you recognize the warning signs of a heart attack? - ANSWER KEY

Q1: You’re just not feeling “yourself” today. Which one of the following “sensations” should send  
 you rushing directly to the emergency room?

  A:  B! An uncomfortable, squeezing pain in the middle of your chest. 
 Most heart attacks start slowly, usually with a slight discomfort, squeezing pain or fullness in 

 the center of your chest. The pressure can last for minutes and usually comes and goes. If any  
 of these symptoms occur, call 9-1-1 or your emergency response number.

Q2:  Just because you feel a heart attack warning sign doesn’t mean you are actually    
 having a heart attack. People feel these quirky sensations all the time. Save yourself some   

 trouble. Wait until you have a few of the signs in a more rapid succession.

  A: B!: Bad Advice – People ignore heart attack warning signs at their own risk. The    
 moment you feel a heart attack warning sign, call 9-1-1 or your emergency response number. 

Q3:  There’s a reason it’s called a “heart” attack. The warning signs all center on your “heart.”   
 The idea that symptoms may occur in other parts of the upper body, such as the arms,   

 back, neck, jaw or stomach, is pure myth.

  A:  B! False – It’s called a heart attack, but the symptoms can affect other parts of the body,   
 namely the arms, back, neck, jaw and stomach. If you feel pain or discomfort in any of these   

 areas of your upper body, you may be having a heart attack. Call 9-1-1!

Q4:  Shortness of breath is a warning sign for a heart attack when:

  A:   C and D! – Any shortness of breath can signal an oncoming heart attack. If you are suddenly  
 struggling to breathe, you’re better safe than sorry. Call 9-1-1!

Q5:  Which of these is NOT considered a heart attack warning sign?

  A:  C! Ice Cream Cravings! Cold sweats, nausea and lightheadedness are all heart attack   
 warning signs, especially for women, who are also prone to shortness of breath as well as   

 back or jaw pain.

Q6:  If you are experiencing any of the common signs of a heart attack (chest pains, shortness   
 of breath, discomfort in areas of the upper body, etc.) what is the fastest way to begin   

 lifesaving treatment?

  A:  A! Call 9-1-1 or your emergency response number immediately! 
 This is most always the fastest way to get treatment. EMS technicians are equipped and   

 trained to begin treatment on arrival.
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CAN YOU RECOGNIZE THE 
WARNING SIGNS OF A HEART ATTACK?
#1: You’re just not feeling “yourself” today. Which one of the following “sensations”   
 should send you rushing directly to the emergency room?
	 A:	A	sudden,	strange	desire	to	fill	out	insurance	forms.
 B: An uncomfortable, squeezing pain in the middle of your chest.
 C: A long-tone ringing in either of your ears.
 D: A trickling sensation on the bottoms of your feet.

#2:  Just because you feel a heart attack warning sign doesn’t mean you are actually   
 having a heart attack. People feel these quirky sensations all the time. Save yourself  
 some trouble. Wait until you have a few of the signs in a more rapid succession.
 A: Good Advice
 B: Bad Advice

#3:  There’s a reason it’s called a “heart” attack. The warning signs all center on your   
 “heart.” The idea that symptoms may occur in other parts of the upper body, such as  
 the arms, back, neck, jaw or stomach, is pure myth.
 A: True
 B: False

#4:  Shortness of breath is a warning sign for a heart attack when:
 A: You experience a particularly beautiful wonder of nature, such as the Grand Canyon.
	 B:	You	walk	through	the	“smoker’s	patio”	on	your	way	into	an	office	building	from	the	parking	lot.
 C: You are also feeling some discomfort or pain in your chest.
 D: You aren’t feeling anything strange in your chest, except shortness of breath.
 E: C and D

#5:  Which of these is NOT considered a heart attack warning sign?
 A: Cold sweats.
 B: Nausea.
 C: Ice cream cravings.
 D: Lightheadedness.

#6:  If you are experiencing any of the common signs of a heart attack (chest pains,   
 shortness of breath, discomfort in areas of the upper body, etc.) what is the fastest   
 way to begin lifesaving treatment?
 A: Call 9-1-1 or your emergency response number immediately.
 B: Get someone to drive you to the emergency room. Now!
 C: Turn your “Bat Finder” to the northern sky and put out a call for Batman!
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